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	The popular C# programming language combines the high productivity of rapid application development languages with the raw power of C and C++. Updated to cover the new features of C# 4.0, including dynamic binding, named and optional parameters, and covariant and contravariant generic types, this release takes the language to the next level by adding the ability to cleanly write programs that don’t rely on static type definitions. This allows dynamic programming languages such as Python, Ruby, and JavaScript to feel native to C#. The C# Programming Language, Fourth Edition, continues to be the authoritative and annotated technical reference for C# 4.0.


	 


	Written by Anders Hejlsberg, the language’s architect, and his colleagues, Mads Torgersen, Scott Wiltamuth, and Peter Golde, this volume has been completely updated for C# 4.0. The book provides the complete specification of the language, along with descriptions, reference materials, code samples, and annotations from twelve prominent C# gurus.


	 


	The many annotations bring a depth and breadth of understanding rarely found in any programming book. As the main text of the book introduces the concepts of the C# language, cogent annotations explain why they are important, how they are used, how they relate to other languages, and even how they evolved.


	 


	This book is the definitive, must-have reference for any developer who wants to understand C#. With annotations from: Brad Abrams, Joseph Albahari, Krzysztof Cwalina, Jesse Liberty, Eric Lippert, Christian Nagel, Vladimir Reshetnikov, Marek Safar, Chris Sells, Peter Sestoft, Jon Skeet, and Bill Wagner.
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Troubleshooting Campus Networks: Practical Analysis of Cisco and LAN ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essential information on the successful troubleshooting of complex campus networks
   
   Just as a used car can seem to be in good condition to an inexperienced consumer, a network can also feign an appearance that all is running smoothly to the unskilled user. Upon closer examination, though, a true expert can discern when a network is...
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Scratch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Scratch 2.0 is an easy to use programming language that allows you to animate stories and create interactive games. Scratch also gives you the capability of using programming to calculate complicated calculations for you.


	Scratch Cookbook will lead you through easy-to-follow recipes that give you everything you need to become a...
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Currency Strategy: A Practitioner's Guide to Currency Trading, Hedging and ForecastingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
John Maynard Keynes reference to the  animal spirits , that elemental force which drives financial markets in herd-like fashion, was applied to the stock market. However, he might as well have been referring to the currency market, for the term sums up no other more perfectly. A market that is volatile and unpredictable, a market that...
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Mechanical Behavior of MaterialsCambridge University Press, 2008


	Everything that surrounds us is matter. The origin of the word matter

	is mater (Latin) or matri (Sanskrit), for mother. In this sense, human

	beings anthropomorphized that which made them possible – that

	which gave them nourishment. Every scientific discipline concerns

	itself with matter. Of all matter surrounding us, a...
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The Executive's Guide to Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
What Every Senior Manager and Consultant Should Know About Managing Effective IT Departments
"This book sheds light on one of the most challenging topics for corporate officers –how to create and manage a high-performance IT department and obtain higher returns from technology-invested capital. The techniques and tools provided show...
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Managing Catastrophic Loss of Sensitive Data: A Guide for IT and Security ProfessionalsSyngress Publishing, 2008
The loss of sensitive data continues to be a signifi cant concern for both organizations as well as individuals whose information may be at risk of a breach. Organizations that experience a data breach can suffer reputational damage, loss of customer and constituent confi dence, legal and regulatory scrutiny, and the direct costs of managing an...
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